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Friday, August 10

FALL SHOW
AUGUST 10-11, 2001
Franklin County Veterans Memorial
(3 blocks from the center of downtown Columbus)

300 WEST BROAD STREET
HOST HOTEL: Columbus Marriott

4:00 P.M.

Show Closed To Public

4:10-6:10 P.M. AUCTION
6:30 - Showroom Closed
Security provided by the
Columbus Police Dept.

(11 minutes from the Show Site &
next to fine eating & great shopping)

6:30-?? Enjoy Fine Dining at the
Marriott or at one of the
hundreds of local restaurants

RATE: $89.00

CONTACT HOST:

10:00 A.M. Public Invited
We will follow Paul Mikula's example,
so any phone items brought to the
main table by the public will be taken
to the main microphone and described. Any interested collectors will then
come over and have an opportunity to
buy.

5605 Blazer Parkway
Dublin, Ohio 43017
(614) 791-1000

l

8:00 A.M. Unloading & Set-Up
COFFEE PROVIDED
(Feel free to bring donuts to share
from your table.)

Saturday, August 11

Blocks of rooms held only until July 15, 2001

8:00 A.M. Show Opens
COFFEE PROVIDED

JOHN HUCKEBY
2440 W CR 150N
New Castle, IN 47362

9:00 A.M. Public Invited
BE PREPARED - Columbus dealers,
public, and buyers turn out in large
numbers to buy antiques for resale &
keepers. The Show will be well advertised in the local papers. Be prepared
to deal.

SEE YOU THERE!

12:00 CLOSED TO PUBLIC
Time to start packing

FAX ALL ADS TO: 765-533-6530. MAIL ADS TO: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
E-MAIL ADSTO:editor@atcaonline.com

MEMBER UPDATE

WMEMBERS
o. 3884

FROM THE OFFICE ..
Things have been relatively quiet in the office this month. I received and sent a total of
147 e-mails, which is about average. A number
of new members have joined this past month
and I continue to get many requests ranging
from valuation
questions
to research
assistance.
I was shocked and saddened at the sudden
death of Mr. David Henny. I had the opportunity, along with many other members, to
meet and talk with Mr. Henny at the Spring
Show here in Abilene. He will be missed by all
who knew him.
Now is the time to be thinking about the Fall
Show in Columbus in August. Get your reservations early and expect a great show and a
good time with fellow collectors.
Regards,
Cindy Krizek
Office Manager

To The Editor ...
Although you didn't sign your name, I
presume that you wrote the article on repro
parts. I thought it was very good. Without
repro parts and parts that are original but not
original to that phone, we wouldn't be able to
own some very good telephones. I have a
beautiful (to me anyway) Interstate wall phone
(original box) with the sloping front on which
one of the parts except the transmitter arm and
lightning protector are original. They aren't
repro parts, but they aren't original to that
phone. Dave Rader did a great job of making
a good phone out of a neglected ugly old box
which had once been a phone. I also have a
great dialing device (original) on a repro wall
box. All the hardware (transmitter, receiver,
generator, ringer, etc.) are original parts, but
it took a special type of box which I had no
hopes of ever finding. But I found one which
had been made especially for that dialer. And
the main idea was to be able to display the
dialer and how it works. I don't mind that people know that the box is circal 1990.
John Stambaugh

OBERT GILLIGAN, No. 1236
Burlingame Ave.
nrlingame, CA 94010

51

OBERT WALKER, No. 2278
_5127 Pinehurst Lane

rise, AZ 85374
eI.: (623) 556·9532
CHAEL MOENING, No. 2237
3626 W. Pyracantha Dr.
City West, AZ 85375·3711
eI.: (623) 975-9908
STEVEN DIMATTIA, No. 2458
P_O. Box 75
Butte, MT 59703
MARK MURPHY, No. 2627
3800 Washington Rd. #901
;West Palm Beach, FL 33405

MEMORIAL
RESOLUTION SENT
Family of Mr. David Henny
2747 East State Hwy. 525
Langley, VA 98260

SEE YOU
IN

COLUMBUS!
JUNE 2001

The 1928 American Tel. & Tel. Co. truck was submitted by Frank L. Wright, #1862.

BOOKS ON TELEPHONES
$ 8.00
Old Telephones by Emerson
. .. .
.
49.00
Vintage Telephones of the World by P.J. Povey & R.A. Earl
Old Time Telephones, Technology, Restoration and Repair by R. Meyer
18.95
25.00
Telephone Collecting by Kate Dooner
25.00
Telephiones, Antique to Modern by Kate Dooner
.
13.95
Everything Happened Around the Switchboard by Mike Hathaway
25.00
Bell Telephones by Rick Mountjoy
24.95
Collectible Novelty PHones by James David Davis.
... .
26.00
Once Upon a Telephone by Ellen Stern & Emily Gwathmey
24.95
Collecting the Ericophone by Bob Mills
.
20.00
Old Telephone Price Guide (printed 1980) by Ron Knappen
20.00
L.M. Ericsson Co. - reprint in Swedish, German and English
Add $5.00 S&H for ea.
ORDER FROM:
Phone co, P.O. Box 70, Galesville, WI 54630 • 608-582-4124 • e-rnail: Phonecoinc@aol.com
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----------~IEDUCATIONAL 1----------RINGING VOLTAGES AND FREQUENCIES
Submitted by Roger Conklin, No. 3439
The AC ringing frequency and voltage today in the United Stales
and Canada is usually 20 Hz, 60 to 90 volts, In other parts of the world
the frequencies may be slightly different, ranging usually between 15
and 25 Hz. and the maximum ringing voltage rarely exceeds 60 volts.
In earlier days in the U.S. and Canada when rurual multi-party lines
were very common. many independent (non-Bell) companies used frequency selective ringers that would ring only on a specific frequency.
These were for common battery and automatic dial service. With 5 different frequencies and half of the subscribers having one side of their
ringers connected to one line wire and the other ringer terminal to ground;
and the other half of the phones on the line with their ringers connected
to the other line wire and to ground. it was possible to have 10-party
full-selective ringing. That meant that only the party for whom a call
was intended heard his phone ring. The other 9 parties ringers remained silent. Of course they could all hear each other talking if they took
down their receivers. but the other 9 parties were not disturbed by hearing their phone ring when another party received a call. For magneto
service, frequency selective ringing was almost never used. I do remember
seeing one magneto exchange in Sunfield, Michigan in about 1949 which
used frequency selective ringing, but that was the only one. There likely were a few others. Magneto exchanges code ringing on party lines
was the standard for both the Independent and Bell companies.
Bell companies very rarely used frequency selective ringing in their
common battery and dial exchanges. They used "code" ringing generally
on rural multi-party lines, with different numbers of rings for different
subscribers. If Bell had frequency selective ringing in a certain exchange,
it was probably because the exchange they operated had originally
belonged to an independent telephone company.
There were 3 different frequency schemes, as listed below. The ringers
were mechanically tuned so that they only responded when that specific
frequency was imposed on the line. The capacitance of the capacitor in

series with the ringer also varied, depending on the frequency. As I recall.
with frequency selective ringing, the ringing voltages varied, depending
on the frequency. The voltage might be as high as 175 volts. Some ringers
with certain frequencies required higher voltages than others to ring
efficiently.
The different frequency schemes were:
Harmonic: (331/3, 50. 662"",162,,3,25 Hz)
Decimonic: (20, 30, 40, 60, 60 Hz)
Synchromonic: (30. 42, 54, 66, 25 Hz)
Without going into all of the details, there were historic reasons for
:3 different schemes of frequency selective ringing. Harmonic came first,
but because the higher frequencies were multiples of lower frequencies,
there was sometimes a tendency for cross ringing. Then the Synchromonic scheme was developed to overcome this problem. In those
days the frequencies were generatred by Pole Changers. that is DC
vibrators constructed to oscillate at these different frequencies, or motor
driven generators for large exchanges. The Decimonic series was
developed by jointly Kellogg and Lorain as a static type machine
operating directly from and deriving all of the other frequencies directly from the 60 Hz commercial power. The current drawn will vary all
over the map. It depends on the impedance of the ringer at the particular
frequency employed, the ringing voltage, the electrical length of the line
(as measured in ohms) and. if the ringing is between the line and ground,
the impedance of the ground connection. It also depends on the number
of ringers connected to the line. Even though ringers responded to only
one frequency, current flowed through their windings every time ringing voltage was imposed on the line.
Most ringing systems today apply ringing voltage between the two
line wires, although typically one side of the ringing generator is
grounded.

TELEPHONE SIGN
REVIEW
By Alan Colburn
This month we will look at an interesting sign from the
American Telephone and Telegraph Co, This sign measures 11"
wide and 14" tall, is 2-sided, enamel on steel and has a flange
for mounting it. What makes it really neat is the word 'Booth'
at the bottom. It could have been mounted directly on a telephone
booth or nearby to let customers know there was a booth nearby.
The Local and Long Distance bell dates it between 1908 and
1921. The' American Telephone and Telegraph Co.' logo along
with 'and Associated Companies' would mean this sign could
have been used anywhere AT&T had service. Even so, this sign
is quite uncommon. It comes in several sizes and styles and
makes a welcome addition to your collection.
Next MonthWe will look at a brass telephone sign that
I'm sure you'll enjoy seeing!

JOHN INFURNA has a few of his
Local and Long Distance Telephone
Lamp Shades left. The price on these is
$300.00 plus shipping.
If you request, he will personally sign your shade.
JUNE 2001
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The Calculagraph
By H. C. DILSIZIAN
Export Department,

International

HE Calculagraph as designed for telephone service was developed to provide
an accurate means of computing the
duration of long distance conversations.
Its
true value to the telephone world can be appreciated best by a brief survey of its predecessors.
Before the advent of the Calculagraph, it was
the practice in many exchanges to record the
start and finish of toll calls by glancing at a
wall clock and writing down the time in longhand
on tickets provided for the purpose. These
tickets were taken to clerks who computed the
elapsed time by subtracting one record from
the other. A check for accuracy of computation
was made by a second group of clerks. Careful
tests showed that, because of the human element
involved in this practice, approximately
20
percent of the records contained inaccuracies of
one minute or more. In practically every
instance these errors were in favor of the subscriber.
The use of time stamps for recording the start
and finish of conversations was a decided step
forward. While the human element was thereby
partially eliminated, the actual computation of
elapsed time was performed by clerks and the
precautions taken could not prevent errors.
Another instrument used was the stop watch,
which indicated the exact duration of a call by
pressing a button at the start and finish of a
conversation. The stop watch, however, presented several serious disadvantages.
With it
the operator could handle only one call at a
time and the actual record had to be made in
longhand, which involved loss of time for the
operator, and impaired the general efficiency of
the service.
The problem, therefore, was to overcome the
weak points of these methods and devise a
machine which would embody their respective
advantages.
I t was required in effect that the
desirable features of time stamps, namely, the
accurate recording of the start and finish of a
conversation, be combined with the accuracy
of the stop watch in indicating elapsed time;

T

Standard Electric Corporation

that provision be made for recording this
elapsed time; and, finally, that the machine
desired should be capable of handling, practically
simultaneously, not only one, but an unlimited
number of calls. The solution to the problem
was the Calculagraph.
'Within a comparatively brief period telephone
companies in the United States and other
countries realized the value of the Calculagraph,
and today, with a few rare exceptions, it is used
in connection with all long distance calls in the
United States and Canada.

Figure I-The

Calculagraph.

The Calculagraph (Figure 1), which is manufactured exclusively by the Calculagraph Company of Harrison, New Jersey, is either a spring
driven or an electrically actuated time recorder,
which prints the date and time of the day
similar to other time stamps, but it also has
the exclusive feature of automatically computing
and printing the length of time elapsed between
the start and finish of an operation.
Its special
158
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construction enables it to record accurately the
duration of an unlimited number of toll calls
without regard to the consecutive order of
starting.
In practice a Calculagraph usually is
placed between two operators (Figure 2) who

159

it is necessary to set the date stamp each day;
the A.M. and P.M. designations are controlled
automatically by the Calculagraph mechanism.
The forward motion of the right hand lever
prints the two elapsed time dials, together with
the serial number of the machine. After this
operation the ticket is withdrawn from the slot,
the record at this stage appearing as in Figure 4,
and the Calculagraph is ready for stamping
tickets for other messages in a similar manner.

3...
,
C"\J:
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.

<::>.

~
,

/R-

_-

Figure 4-Record

immediately below, if desired, the year, month
and day. The triangular pointer shown just
above ((X" in Figure 4 corresponds to the hour
hand of the clock; the arrow within the circle,
to the minute hand. Thus the record reproduced in the figure indicates that the call was
connected on May 5, 1927, at 10:10 A.M.
Incidentally, it may be of interest to note that
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of the Start of a Call.

3

1'1

Figure 5-Record

the Start of a Call.
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When a call is completed, the ticket covering
it is again inserted in the slot of the Calculagraph
and the left hand lever is pulled forward. This
operation stamps the pointers in the two elapsed
time dials imprinted at the start of the call,
thereby indicating the elapsed time in minutes
and fractions. The completed record appears
as illustrated in Figure 5, which shows that the
call lasted four minutes.
,

Figure 3-Recording

-~

:/'../~
-i.\
~ ••",
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MAY 51927

witchoo:..d with Calculagraphs
tween Operators' Positions.

employ it on all toll calls handled by them for
recording the start and the finish of conversanoo _
At the commencement of a con rersation the
operator in efts a ticket in the slot of the
Calculagraph and moves the right hand lever
backward and then forward, as illustrated in
Figure 3. The backward movement prints the
hour of the day in the form of a clock dial, and

;:b

A.M.
..•.~)9!"./

"7

l·

Fjgure

.

10 ($

of a Completed Call.

To insure the record being started and
completed on the same instrument, one of the
elapsed time pointers bears the serial number of
the machine corresponding to that stamped by
the forward motion of the right hand lever at
the beginning of the call.
The Calculagraph, in addition to being silent
in operation, is of the highest quality, entirely
hand assembled, and is glven a series of rigid
inspections during the course of manufacture.
Contrary to what might be expected, the
mechanism is extremely simple and rugged.
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Each of the two printing dials which record the
elapsed time is made of two parts, one part
carrying the circle of figures and division marks
and the other, the pointer or arrow. The two
parts are secured together rotatively by a dowel
pin, whereby the arrow always points to the
zero mark of the circle. The vertical movement
of the parts is independent of each other.

Figure 6-Illustration
of Movement of Arrows When
Recording the End of a Conversation.

It was mentioned previously that the forward
motion of the right hand lever stamps the two
elapsed time dials. That operation forces the
figures upward and causes them to make an
impression on the record, while the arrows,
which always point to the zero mark in the
circles, remain depressed.
When the left hand
lever is operated at the end of the conversation,
the arrows alone move up, while the figures
remain in their original position as indicated in
Figure 6.

During the in terval between the beginning
and the end of a call, the dials containing the
circle of Arabic numbers and their associated
pointers revolve in unison; and the record card
always is inserted into the Calculagraph in the
same position.
Since the circles are stamped at
the beginning of the call and the pointers at the
end, the positions of the arrows within the
circles indicate the elapsed time or duration of
the call. By means of the smaller of the two
elapsed time dials the duration of the call may
be read accurately without difficulty.
Irrespective of the position of the zero mark
when imprinting the larger elapsed time dial at
the start of a conversation, it will have travelled
60° at the end of a 10-minute call. If the arrow
which travels along with the zero mark is
stamped at the conclusion of the call, it will
point to "10" on the imprint.
In the meantime, if a second call is started immediately
after recording the beginning of the previous
call and, for example, continues for 6Pi minutes,
the zero mark and its associated arrow in the
larger circle will have travelled 37Y2° from the
point of origin of the second conversation.
The impress of the arrow (Figure 5) made at
the conclusion of the call will point a little to
the right of "5."
At this time the arrow in the
smaller dial will have described an arc of 450°,
or one complete revolution plus 90°, and will
poin t to 1Pi. The" 5 of the larger dial pIus
the lPi of the smaller will indicate the exact
duration of the call.
I t will be noted that the recording of the
second call has no bearing whatever on the first.
With the Calculagraph any number of calls may
be handled and be recorded accurately without
regard to sequence.
JJ

1
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GRAY PAY STATIONS
Trade No. ll-Used
in
connection with wall set.
Attached by means of a
mounting plate. Slots for
nickels, dimes and quarters.
Trade No. 14-U sed for
general portable business.
lots for nickels, dimes
and quarters.

No. 14.

Trade
Xo, 7-Free
from levers and
springs, gives rapid and satisfactory
serv-

..

Ice.

xo,

7.

Gray Re2"ister-For
measured service on
private or party line. No electrical connection, but is entirely mechanical, and can be
attached to either wall or desk set.

Gray Regi~ter.

No. 23D-A complete telephone in itself.
Very compact and attractive.
Inspector and repair man confined entirely to upper compartment, while the collector
has the lower.

No. 23D.

No. 24-Very neat and compact. Inspector's and col1ector's locks are entirely different.

xo,

No. 8.-\.

f'a.r;e 66
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24.

No. SA-A nickel slot only. Large C01l1
capacity and loud positive signal. No electrical connections.
For common battery or
magneto systems.
Prices

subject

to change

without

notice.
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BAIRD PAY STATIONS

BAIRD No. 63-Wall Type Pay Station
With Special War Tax Signal for I C
Height

of machine lO~ inches; width
:~~ inches.

This machine can he attached to any
type of magneto
or central energy
telephone by means of a mounting
plate. which is included in the price.
For features see page 5.
No. 63 3 slot with signals for lc, 5c,
lOc and 25c coins.
No. 64 4 slot with signals for lc, 5c,
10c, 25c and 50c coins.
No. 62 2 slot with signals for lc and
5c coins.
Baird pay stations are made under
our own patents and do not infringe
the rights of others.
Type xe.

Height

of machine

63.

lO~ inches; width 3Ys inches.

This machine can be attached to any type of magneto or central energy telephone
by means of a mounting plate, which is included in the price. For features see page 5.

BAIRD No. 55 PORTABLE SET-Also

Used

As Fixed Booth Set
Sheet Steel Construction

Price includes pay station, handle and
base board.
(Desk Set not included.)

No. 53

3 slot for 1c, 5c, 10c and 25c

No. 54

3 slot for lc, 5c, 10c, 2;ic and 50c

COIIlS.

C0111S.

T~'I)e xo,

Prices

JUNE 2001
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------------11 ADVERTISEMENTS 11-----------DAVID MARTI -__ -0.. 27
6016 Sheaff Lane
. Washington, PA 19034

JOHN ANDERSON, No. 3552
114 Maple Ave.
Clarks Summit, PA 18411
Tel: (570) 587-3733 - Will return all calls
WANTED
~ Need metal part for back of operator's chair
(pictured at left). Also need one, two, or three
feet for this chair. The feet are two inches round
with a screw in the middle of the bottom. With
Bassick Nomar Patt. App. For. on the feet and
are heavy brown bakelite.

;I: (215) 628-9490

FOR

ALE

Steel brackets to bold or mount payphones into the corner of wood phone booths - $35 ea.
or (2) for $50 - (6) avail, 0 Two colored glass
panels out of the top of metal phone booths,
4W'x22W' - either red on white or white on
red; 5-3/8"x25V," red on white, white on red
or white on black - 25 ea. or three for $50.
Ten available - mostly red on white D These
items are reduced from last month's ad: WE
flat cordage, (2) boxes for $10; WE instruction
booklet, $45; WE breastplates, (4) for $20; Norther Electric handsets, (5) for $15; Kellogg
handset rests, $10 ea. D Kellogg magneto
test phone pictured in Jan. newsletters is now

I
,

~

~

-

~

$55.

--',~

~

KFI_LOGG

SWITCHHO.4HD

----------------------_._-

ANI)

SUPI'Ll'

Antique Telephones
For Sale
Visit our website at:
bttp:l!sidberry_bome.att_net
James A. Goodwin

CO.1/P.1N}'

THE CALCULAGRAPH
Its Junction is to calculate and record hy mechanical
means the time. in minutes and
quarter minutes. which elapses durine a toll conver sation.
It dcfinit ely fixes the charnc
for the ame and effec tively stops a !'iCri0115 leak in the revenue of the telephone
COIll·
pany employing it.
It makes no clerical errors.
It is opcr-a rcd hy pulling a lever. 'which call he accomplished without
mental
effort on the part of the operator
and while she is attending
to the switching of some other line.

The casc oi this m achin e
ha s a nickel-plated
Hauge at
(he top, and is designed
<ink in the
witchboar d so
rh a t the ticket plate of the
ral c ul agr aph
is practically
11u511 with
the top of the
s wi t chhoa r d.
{(I

List Price
Ca lculag raph
Pedestal.
Ribbons per doz ....

Ftg ure 5.
Culcutearanb
:\ludel
G, ("ase A ;\(ounted
on Pede •••RJ.
Pedestal
adjustable
In height
from
26 to
10 tnehee,
floor to to I)
of card
plat.',

,_.
,

I

JO.OO
4.,~)O

Since aualin e dyes destroy
the stamping- pads, only mineral dyes should be used, The
calcnlaur aph mineral ink rihbon s should he" 115('0 if sat is[art or y results
arc to he 011tainc d.

ELA PSED

~, '

... $100.00

TDrE.

r
"
,

No

\

Y.'igure

2.

{'a!(>nlagrallh
)lodel
)Iollnting
Flush with

For

A.M.

6, Ca .se C,
TOp or Kc;p;helr,

TBIE
('ON?-;E(!TJ::lJ.

~XIl/
' -.;7

A"",·Y

~~(

c::3~=

./~

~:' ...,

l!;f·jA'~

,

_._

FROM

I

AT

Reocorcl

I :~~~.or Cakulagraph
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JIM DECKER, No. 3559
809 North Hickory Ave.
Tracy, CA 95376-4917
Tel: (209) 836-2568
E-mail: jd2568@earthlink.net
WANTED
ALL ITEMS WECO OR BELL SYSTEM:
Princess 2702 set, pink, hard wired preferred;
Princess 712 set, any color, hardwired; Empty wooden magneto or ringer box; 684B
Subset; 685B Subset; 174 Backboard; 465 Set;
266 Inductor for a 307 set.

ADVERTISEMENTS

I~----------

AUCT I 0 N
ESTATE OF JOE WAGNER
of Wichita, Kansas
At
Wichita West Side
Army National Guard Armory
3535 West Central
JUNE 30, 2001
(Time Not Set Yet)

RON KNAPPEN, No. 45
P.O. Box 70
Galesville, WI 54630
Tel: (608) 582-4124
E-mail: phoneco@aol.com
www.phonecoinc.com
FOR SALE
Just like the old days: unusual offer. (50) AE
beige payphones, as-is but with all basic parts
included (fony door untrimmed). Take one or
as many as you wish - $149 ea. We won' t have
these in possession ready to ship out to you until March, April, or possibly May. As with past
offers, after these first (50) are gone, price is
likely to increase 1I 1976 Ericsson-made
Eiffel-tower phones recently refurbed by Swiss
Telecom. These are outstanding. Mounted on
wood-grained base where touchtone dial is (no
# or **). The closest thing you'll find to the
1892-1932 issues at 'I:! the cost. Recent E-bay
values on these have been from $425 to $600.
Eight available for $393 ea. 0 Now have
brass S-170 Kellogg hooks and brass S-135
universal hooks.
TRADE
Tops wlcollar, but wlo dial for 211 Spacesavers
- trade one for two bottoms wlhook and no
handset.
XXXXXX XXXXXX, No. ???? .
Tel: (XXX) XXX-XXXX
E-mail: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
FOR SALE (Plus 'Shipping)
Autophone, Property of British Home and Office Telephone Co., black desk model, excellent
condition, $50 0 Standard PTT, black desk
phone, (British?), dated 10/54, exc. cond..
$40 0 Kellogg CTPFF set with Press-ToTalk mechanism on switchhook. Has "pie
crust" receiver cap. The set is walnut and in
beautiful condition. Has a patent date of ov.
26, 01. The beveled faceplate has 368495-L
below the mp and the number 2417 is stamped
on the front of the backboard just below the
housing - $300 0 WE 20B stick, with correct thumb net assembly, excellent pony
receiver, cord, etc. Cost is $425 0 Eiffel
Tower, magnificent condition, older model, ~old
detailing, etc., $1000 0 WE 410 set, two-line,
mint condo with NOS F1 handset/cord,
$199 0 WE 51AL stick, all parts original, internal wiring, 2AB dial with correct (no notch)
porcelain, $450 0 Original Mickey Mouse
phone with lamp attachment, mint, $85 0
Turboman Toy, from movie "Jingle All The
Way," and Arnold S. film. Not too many off
these toys were made and probably not sold
to the public, new in box, $399 0 AE 80
desk set, PINK, mint cond., $60.
WANTED
WE switchhook arm for 20AL candlestick.
This is the same hook that fits the non-dial as
well as the dial sticks.
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It is a pretty large collection, including
about thirty oak wall phones, some
candlestick phones, and countless desk
phones of all ages, in varying states of
repair. It also includes an old switchboard,
some test equipment, and a huge stock of
replacement and salvaged parts, etc.
JAMES A. GOODWIN, No. 554
1438 Fawnvalley Ct.
St. Louis, MO 63131-4219
Tel: (314) 822-8138
WANTED
Complete transmitter
arm (base, arm,
transmitter - the whole assembly) for a Crescent fiddleback. Like this picture from Ron's
book below. Thanks.

TIM BOlD, No. 3803
1714Y2 Ave. C
Billings, MT 59102
Tel: (406) 254-9754
WANTED
Receiver with wording "Chicago Telephones
Satisfy"
0 WE E-1 handset.
FOR SALE
Faceted cap Stromberg Carlson receiver [j
American Bell receiver 0 Two black metal
subsets for a 202 or candlesticks - $35 &
$50 0 AE 80 in shiny new condition, $25.

ROBERT L. CRANE
210 Tunnel Ave., Apt. "H"
Point Richmond, CA 94801
Tel: (510) 236-8879
WANTED

I am in need of the Trirnline Touchtone Desk
Phone EB.
JOE & ANNIE WHITE, No. 3394
41 W. 8th Place
Mesa, AZ 85201
Tel: (480) 844-8584
WANTED
Telephone Co. cafeteria china LI Receiver for
Strowgerl Automatic wallphone 0 Disk - with
the name Automatic on it 0 (2) Perches
(goosenecks) for same - nickel 0 Nickel-plated
transmitter for same.
RICK MOUNTJOY, No. 785
1350 W. Straford Ave.
Gilbert, AZ 85233
Tel: (480) 926-8174
FOR SALE OR TRADE
WE walnut two-boxer, "No.5" arm, type 21
top box with screw-type terminals, battery box
says: "Property of New England Telephone &
Telegraph Company," type 250 transmitter,
with nice pony receiver, $675 0 Ringing current autotransformer,
70175/180/88/103/108
volts, to adjust ringing voltage, $22 0 WE
panel amp meters, $7 0 WE lamp indicators
(gray): 14B, 15B, 20B - $7 0 Bell System
lamp extractor tool, $12 0 WE walnut fi
lamp CO indicator box, $25 0 The followi
Bell System service manuals are $20 ea.: 1. Station Specialties Service Manual - speakerphones, automatic dialers (August 1975 and
November 1973); 2. Interconnection Service
Manual, Yo. 1 (July 1975); 3. Registration Service Manual (March 1982).
WANTED
WE 500P, 500H, or 500U in black or red 0
WE type 534A black metal subsets, need
several in excellent condition 0 WE 510F,
515B, 555B, and 558B sets.
GARY MILLAM, No. 2503
110 Briggs St. #15
Taunton, MA 02780
Tel: (508) 824-9243 (6 pm - 9 pm EST)
WANTED
Plunger assembly for a WE 202 (D1) 0 Vault
door or door blank for a WE 233G 0 WE
118A frequency generator
0 Hook for a
20AL stick phone (brassed out OK).
FOR SALE (or Trade for above)
WE metal 302, dated 5-41, 6A dial, paint worn
on cradle and #s worn on dial face, $30 0 WE
green 500 desk set, dated 6-73, hardwired,
VGC, $12 0 WE beige 554 BMP wallset,
modular, EC, $10 0 WE yellow 500 housing,
modular, VGC, $3 0 (3) WE 500 bases wtih
ringers, dated 9-55, 3-61 and 5-61, VGC, $3
ea. 0 WE 302 base, complete with switch and
plungers, dated 9-47, VGC, $10 0 WE dials
- (1) yellow 9C, (1) white 7C, (1) black 7D, '
ea. 0 Telephone Pioneers membership ce
tificate, New York Chapter, dated Oct. 19~~
with original mailing envelope, EC, $10 0
WE metal hand generator box, box contains
a mini KS-13766 mag, wiring diagram, says
507a/507b
PBX box, comes with crank,
$25 0 All plus shipping.
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MIKE DAVIS, o. 2022
30 Ring Lane
vittown, NY 11756
.,-: (516) 735-9765 (after 5 pm please)
B-mail: mvtel@optonline.net
WANTED
Old payphones and parts 0 Gray payphones
- will pay well for a 50A payphone 0 Gray
and Western Electric 5-cent coin collectors 0
Western Electric touchtone 3-slot payphones 0 Lead chutes from early Western
Electric and Gray payphones 0 Model no.
plate that mounts on the top of a Gray
payphone behind the coin gauge that
designates a 34A-10, 75A, 76A and 150G
payphone. Other Gray plates, not AE.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Old test set battery, marked KS 6570 dry battery with '21 Bell logo on it, $5 0 NOS in
original package, circa the 60s, Trirnline
*Touch Tone* key chain, the phone is a
10-button, $15 0 NOS in original box, Tele
Rest. This is a shoulder rest attachment for an
F handset, $40 0 NOS in the original box,
Telotrim. These are chrome bands that fit on
an F handset and have luminescent rings
around them that are supposed to glow at
night. I haven't tried them, 350 0 (3) Old
long fuses from protectors, (2)are porcelain and
one is wood, they all have copper ends, 315 for
the bunch 0 Aprox. 1,. dia, lens with Bell
System logo. This the pilot light lens from a
very early Western Electric answering
machine, $10 0 Collection of (7) old Bell
stem advertising matchbook covers - a cou1 are duplicates, most have Bell logo and im.es of 202s as well as other things, $15 for
all 0 Lock for rotary dial, no key, $2 0
Switchboards, Bell System practices in one of
those flip books, almost 2 inches thick. The
pages date from the 30s to the late 50s and are
in great condition. The book is the original canvas case and is marked Switchboards - $40 0
(2) 1" black ring binders - they look like they
are from the 50s. Marked in the front cover Bell System Standards with the specifications.
Great binders to keep telephone-related paper
in - $15 for the pair 0 SALES BROCHURES
AND MANUALS: Lot #1 - Automagic dialer
for your telephone (Magiccll and card dialer).
8 pgs., full color, $20; Lot #2 - All about the
Trimline phone, 18 pgs. color and black and
white, $15 0 Lot #3 - Cord Switchboard service, No. 555 type switchboard, 27 pgs. dated
2/64, $35; Lot #4 - Bell System Business Interphone Communications Systems, 565 multiline and others, as well as 3A speaker phone.
Included with it is an owner's manual for a 565
phone (this one is in fair condition), $15; Lot
#5 - How to use your Princess telephone with
Touch Tone calling, $10; Lot #6 - Five
telephones in color brochures, all different,
seem to be from the late 50s until the mid-60s.
They include color samples, charts of what
phones come in what color, pictures of phones
and accessories - $75 for all; Lot #7 - Bell
System Magazine, summer 1960, $lO; Lot #8
- Mobile Telephone Service, 12 pgs., dated 8/55.
This is an early car phone owner's manual, the
one has a F handset, $20; Lot #9 - This is
i pieces - booklets and charts on cardboard.
you, your telephone and out customers, 17
pages dated 6/62. Help Police, emergency
phone nos., 15 pgs. 76 ways to make the
telephone sell for you, 40 pgs. Building for
faster home sales with complete telephone
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service, 6 pgs., the back shows accessories like
302, the 500 with adjustable bell, loud bell,
wallphone and illuminated dial telphone, which
we call the 500u. The last (2)are charts on cardboard - New York Metropolitan Exchange Area
and New York Message Unit Calling Area Dial
calls to these offices - all (6) of the above for
$20 0 Modular line cords with plug at each
end, 15 feet long. (25) for $20, (100) for $50, or
(250) for $100 0 Two red Bell System 500s,
one modular and one hardwired - the hardwired
one has a long beige line cord, $25 ea. or both
for $40 0 Bell System small calculagraph, it
has a KS part number on it - $20 0 Two matched clear glass telephone dial advertising ash
trays. One hasa red dial and advertises MARLYN DISTRIBUTORS INC. etc. of New Dorp,
Staten Island. The other has a black dial and
advertises ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO. INC. etc.
of Lancaster, PA. Take both, one for each end
table for $20 U Bell System early Princess
phone key chains, the whole set of all 5 colors,
they are OS, $10 plus $3.50 for postage. No
need to call, I have plenty U (3)Bell System
marked flashlights. One is plastic L-shaped,
$10; one is metal with swivel top (light stick),
$20; the last is large green and holds (2) large
telephone batteries - has (2) large lenses and
multi-position switch, $30. Or take all (3) for
$50 0 Old box with '21 Bell on it - contains
ribbon and is marked "inked ribbon", $5 0
Silver (plated?) spoon, marked NY TEL,
$10 0 (9) modular plates for hanging
wallphones, $10 0 Silver-plated cover for G
handset, 315 0 Bell System 11" 2-sided
flanged public telephone sign with Bell logo,
$80 0 (4) Old porcelain Western Electric
house protectors - complete with fuses and carbon blocks - (2)are type 29B, ptd. 12-9-19;and
(2)are type 98A, ptd. 11-48 - all (4) for $20 0
(2)Bell System type 52 operator headsets from
the early 60s, one is complete and the other has
all the parts but has been taken apart - $15 for
both 0 WE 533E hotel phone with bulldog
transmitter, unusual attachment to take a
phone # card holder and best of all, a shelf attachment that mounts below and is about the
same size as the phone. It is all in great condition - $150 0 (2)Early WE transmitters, they
"HAD" star mouthpieces on them - I don't
know if they were on handsets, swtichboards
or what - they are heavy and marked Western
Electric 312 - $25 for the pair 0 Black rotary
hardwired 702 Princess, $75. Black touchtone
modular WE Princess, $85 - or take both for
$150.
MIKE DAVIS
ANTIQUE TELEPHONE COLLECTOR
AND RESTORER.
Visit my website at
www.geocities.com/mikesvin tagetelephone
WILLIAM A. FREIJE., M.D., No. 3619
4904 Elmdale Drive
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274
Tel: (310) 375-2939
WANTED
Western Electric series 161 or 163 3-slot
payphone
0 Literature
on the Gray
Telephone Paystation Company, such as early catalogs or the book Yesterday, Today,
Tomorrow (published in 1934) 0 #2 dial with
the patent dates on the circumference of the
dial [] #4 dial.

AUCTION
Dennis Hess will have his
telephone collection of more than
200 lots of phone stuff auctioned
off at
Zettlemoyer Auction House
Fogelsville, PA
on
June 21, 2001
at
2:00 P.M.
Fogelsville is near Allentown, PA.
MARY KNAPPEN, No. 45A
P.O. Box 70
Galesville, WI 54630
Tel: (608) 582-4124
E-mail: Phonecoinc@aol.com
FOR SALE
Eiffel Tower touch tone phone (pictured below).
Great replica ... put one of these on your office desk and wait for that client to say, "Hey,
I have one of those at home but mine is really
old." $393 each.

RON CHRISTIANSON, No. 822
P.O. Box 43, 5315 Caves Highway
Cave Junction, OR 97523
Tel: (541) 592-4123
http://www.museumphones.com
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Crystal clear B&W copies, suitable for framing, of all twenty-two 8x10 "Bell Labs" photos
of individual early Bell telephones. Photos
range from the "Liquid Transmitter" to the
"302". $lO each or full set for $150.
FOR TRADE
E 1 transmitter tool.
WANTED
Watchcase receivers w/hanging loop - I need
a few.
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Tel: (623) 849-4907
E-mail: infurnaj@JUNO.COM
FOR SALE
Western
Electric
Lightning
Arrestor
Assemblies. These are the three-part metal
pieces that are always missing off the Western
topboxes. I was missing so many I had them
made. Cost is $20 per set. They are in satin
finish which can be buffed anywhere up to a
mirror surface on your buffer set up. M.O.'s
ship next day.

DAVE GRILL, No. 1047
Tel: (724) 222-2623
E-mail: growinoldephome.com
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Am. Elec. "swing-away," needs nickel, has
repro bottom box, no rec. - $600 or trade for
tapered shaft cis like Century 0 Am. Bell
walnut top box for 3-box phone, last date is
1884, no "TYPE" #. In very good condition,
no hook, no mag., no ringer. Bells and arrestor
are there - no shorting pins. Someone might
need this - I don't - trade for?
WANTED
North Elec. triplet 0 Select-o-phone dial 0
Backboard for gravemarker-type fiddleback
(like Swedish Am.) 0 Couch cis shaft and
perch.
EKKEHART WILLMS, No. 697
137 W. 40th Ave.
San Mateo, CA 94403
Tel. & FAX: (650) 571-9070
E-mail: ampw@pacbell.net
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
Green Bell System pen - for dialing bullet end,
$6; same but ball end $12.50; one more
$12.50 0 Wet cell batteries, very clean, jar
unmarked, top is marked "Patented Aug. 14,
1900" - the pair for $180 0 Rubber advertisement ring, fits any 5'12" dia. base Buerger
Broth. Supply Co. Keystone 6287, Denver,
$75 0 WE Imperial desk set, on a scale of
10 it is a 9.8, possible unused curled receiver
cord and matching line cord - $245 (they don't
come this nice very often - ask Jon Kolger, he
bought one) 0 Water-released decals, 8" dia.
- Public Telephone, American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. and Associated Companies,
BELL SYSTEM - (3)for $21. I had these made
about 20 years ago. They will fit on the glass
of your folding door phone booth 0 I have
(2) more WE Imperials, on a scale of ten these
are a 9.2. Much better than what you would
usually find - $220 ea. 0 Pair of Loeffler oak
intercomes - 7 buttons & taged: "owners room,
den, guestroom,
pantry, supt. cottage,
boathouse, powerhouse" - original finish and
mint cond.!, 6"x12" - $95 ea. which makes it
$190 for the pair 0 Dean Electric wall set,
metal, 9"x6", external bells on top, inspection
date July 8,1914 - nice and very clean, $50 0
(6) Kellogg metal wallphones, 9"x6", nice condition, one set has no ringer - $210 for all 0
American Electric swingaway, double box oak
wallphone, no splits in wood, Mae West-style
backboard, 12"x33", brass shield name tag,
shielded switchhook, mag. and ringer, exc.
nickel. A very nice early, clean wallphone over
100 years old - $950 0 Columbia oak double
box wallphone, no splits in the wood. Columbia
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brass nametag, comes with a longpole (I am not
sure it is original and I should know - assume
it is not), comes with very early FAT spring
coiled rattlesnake cord, very frayed, speartip
switchhook, $950 0 I believe I do have a WE
#5 transmitter arm, but have to ask a local collector to be sure 0 WE 300 business phone,
4 clear buttons, clean, no cracks, $125 0 WE
300 business phone, 6 clear buttons, clean, no
cracks, $125 0 WE 1930 lineman's testset,
small dial rubber, exc. cord, $40; extra dial for
the same, $6.50 0 I have several perfect
longpoles, no WE, $650 ea. 0 Sampson #2
wetcell battery (Dooner pg. 146),no paper label,
embossed, $95 0 WE payphone brass threaded mouthpiece, heavy duty, no chips, $45 0
Candlestick notepad, similar to Dooner pg. 153
lower left - in original brown wrapper, NOS,
1920s, $135 0 WE candlestick lamp - no
shade, ashtray, lighter, Dooner pg. 118, $175;
extra receiver only for the same, $25 0 Tool
to take apart WE E1 handset, marked KS 6499
and KS 6498, $185 0 WE and AE induction
coils, removed from 1960s payphone, (4) for
$40 0 (30) Armored handsets removed from
WE and AE payphones - different colors, some
have no handsets (just the armored cords), $30
for all 0 WE 4H dials with an outside fingerwheel stop as removed from phones, $55
ea. 0 (10) Imperial WE ovalbase sets, as
removed from service, no subsets as is, all have
dials, some cords are good - some bad, average
wear on cradle and receivers, $1450 0 WE
walnut fiddleback #310 with all the dates
stamped on the left side of the phone, very nice
condition, $500; another one but in oak, $500.
B.W. DOYLE, No. 3516
1405 Bellows Rd.
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
FOR SALE
Western Electric grey T-shirts (see below)!
These are Fruit of the Loom preshrunk, heavy
duty T''s and come in S, M, L, XL and 2XL
(3XL with order of 6 or more). Western Electric logo silk-screened in heavy black and gold.
Shipped by USPS Priority Mail in U.S. for
$16.00 each or $29.00 for two. Send checks to
the address above.

KEITH WILHELMI,
5811 Walmer
Mission, KS 66202
Tel: (913) 677-4862

No. 132

FOR SALE
(50) Character telephones, including Pillsbury
Doughboy, Winnie-The-Pooh with butterfly,
Mickey Mouse, Snoopy, sitting Kermit, the
Northern Elecom orange airplane, and many
others, Approx. (20) of which have their
original boxes. Will sell as a collection f.o.e. $30
ea.
JOHN ZACHAS, No. 3084
Tel: (773) 777-6369
WANTED
Looking for (2) un-cracked, empty receiver
shells and caps for WE 20AL sticks 0 Any
complete candlestick that I can restore.
Receiver and mouthpiece can't be cracked,
though - filthy, needs paint and cords is OK.
Sames goes for any disgusting-looking, but uncracked rotary desk sets you may have.

MARY WEAVER, No. 3859
509 Cherry St.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
Tel: (701) 746-5090 (day)
(701) 775-4566 (evenings)
E-mail: mclareweaver1@juno.com
WANTED
I have a Kellogg Grabaphone (like a French
style) handset with a non-functional hook f
hanging. I would like to buy the box frc
which it hung - examples in Knappen's spiralbound "History and ID", vol. 2, pg. 472 (middle of lower left), or pg. 476 (bottom middle),
or pg. 479 (upper middle). Otherwise I would
be interested in an old base, prefer non-dial,
condition not so important (examples on pgs.
14-15 Dooner's Seven Decades) 0 I have a
WE "Grabaphone style" handset also, with the
hook that is also the on-off switch. From what
did these hang? Does anyone have the device
from which this would hang? 0 WE AA1
desk set (pg. 17 Dooner, Seven Decades) []
For a friend: some sort of plastic booth hood
for a makeshift outdoor phone setup.
AL FARMER, No. 15
1200 Cessna Circle
Lincoln, NE 68527
Tel: (402) 489-7733
E-mail: af90004@alltel.net

lPe.rterll Ele&trk
-COMPANYPATENTED

SEE DATES INSIDE

ERIC HARDING, No. 3490
Tel: (506) 632-8895 or (506) 694-2276
E-mail: eharding@nbnet.nb.ca
eric.harding@nbtel.nb.ca
WANTED
7-Digit nickel faceplate for a Western Electric
#10 candlestick.

FOR SALE (Postage included in U.S.)
Reprint of 1905 Viaduct Mfg. Co. catalog,
$6 0 Viaduct Mfg. Co. repro nametag (nickled brass with cut-out corners), $15 0 Viaduct
Mfg. Co. repro paddle and mount for Paddle
Phone, $85 0 North plug-in transmitter, letter face, small dent in back, good nickel, $35.
STEVE HILSZ, No. 22
Tel: (520) 859-3595
FOR SALE
Anybody need extra "bulldog" transmitters?
I have WE #635A transmitters, in the trans.
cups. The cups (housings) are the type with extruded backs to fit into either "hotel" or
"candlestick" phones, $10/set plus shipping.

Please Send All Ads To: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
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